Using COBE Di †erential Microwave Radiometer (DMR) 4 yr data, we Ðnd a general expression yielding the likelihood distribution in the three-dimensional parameter space spanned by the spectral index n, the spectral amplitude and the false-vacuum density parameter Using such simple expression, a 10 , ) " . the range of possible normalizations within a given likelihood interval from top-likelihood normalization is readily found, with fair approximation, for any model with total density parameter and assigned ) 0 \ 1 n and ) " . Subject headings : cosmic microwave background È cosmology : theory È dark matter È large-scale structure of universe È methods : numerical
INTRODUCTION
The COBE Di †erential Microwave Radiometer (DMR) data have, so far, provided the only all-sky map of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB ; Smoot et al. 1992 ). Using such data, the angular temperature Ñuctua-tion spectrum can be inspected for l values from 2 to 30. C l In principle, cosmological model parameters should be adjusted so as to provide the best possible Ðt to all C l . Unfortunately, however, the situation is more complicated. As a matter of fact, model-independent values and error C l bars were provided by Hinshaw et al. (1996) , Bunn & White (1997) , and Tegmark & Hamilton (1997) , assuming that takes single values, in suitable l-intervals. l(l ] 1)C l Tegmark (1997) and (1997) also provided angular Go rski spectrum data and error bars, separately for all l-values. Attempting to use such to Ðx model parameters, as out-C l lined also by (1997) , is far from trivial. In fact, two Go rski main difficulties arise. First, each distribution around its C l maximum likelihood value is not Gaussian, as attested by its nonsymmetrical 1 p error bars ; deviations from a Gaussian behavior are even stronger beyond 1 p. Furthermore, the estimators are strongly correlated with each other. C l Therefore, even obtaining the likelihood distribution for each up to a few p around their maximum likelihood C l , values, a simultaneous direct Ðt to di †erent bears no C l clear statistical signiÐcance. Then, if precise likelihood comparisons within a given class of models are to be made, one has little alternative to directly Ðtting model parameters to COBE DMR pixel data. Such data are public, however, and can be found on the NASA Web site.4 In this work we focus on models with total density parameter due to contributions of baryons (density ) 0 \ 1, parameter cold dark matter (CDM ; density parameter ) b ), and false vacuum (density parameter ) c ), ) " \ "/8nGo cr ). Recent outputs of the BOOMERANG and MAXIMA I experiments (de Bernardis et al. 2000 ; Hanany et al. 2000) conÐrm that values substantially di †erent from unity are ) 0 disfavored. The parameters and together with the ) c ) " , primeval spectrum index n and the primeval spectrum nor- malization, mostly shape the spectrum. On the contrary, C l up to l^30, the dark matter (DM) composition and the Hubble constant H have only a limited impact. Attention has recently been concentrated on models with " D 0, mostly because data on Type Ia supernovae (Riess et al. 1998 ; Perlmutter et al. 1999 ) seem to favor a negative deceleration parameter.
Previous analyses of the likelihood distribution in the plane have been performed by various authors. The a 10 -n parameter accounts for the primeval speca 10 \ C 10 1@2 T 0 trum normalization in a simple way, as its best-Ðtting value is nearly independent of n in the 4 yr COBE data.
Assuming a pure Sachs-Wolfe spectrum (Sachs & Wolfe 1967 , Bond & Efstathiou 1987 , Bennet Go rski et al. (1994) , Wright et al. (1994a) , Bond (1995) , and Tegmark & Bunn (1995) analyzed the 2 yr COBE data. Under the same assumption, et al. (1996, hereafter G96) , Go rski Bennet et al. (1996) , , and Hinshaw et al. (1996) , analyzed the 4 yr COBE data. Such a spectrum can be considered a reasonable approximation for pure CDM or mixed models with for low l. On the other hand, ) 0 \ 1, open or " models are expected to behave di †erently (see, e.g., Stompor & 1994) . A Ðrst attempt to determine Go`rski the normalization of " models and an upper limit on the density parameter using the 2 yr COBE data was per-) " formed by Stompor, & Banday (1995a , 1995b and Go rski, Bunn & Sugiyama (1995) . But the most extended results on the likelihood of " models, based on 4 yr COBE data, were obtained by Bunn & White (1997, hereafter BW97) .
Let us brieÑy summarize the BW97 results, which were also partially included in the popular CMBFAST code (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) , to show why a further e †ort is needed to complete them. BW97 deÐne a function D(x) \ with so that and conl(l ] 1)C l , x \ log 10 l, D(1) \ 110C 10 , sider the parameters D@ and D@@ in the expansion
Accordingly, D@ and D@@ essentially account for the Ðrst and second derivative of D(x) at x \ 1 (l \ 10). BW97 provide, also through an analytic Ðtting expression, the maximum likelihood normalization for models deÐned by the D 1 values of D@, D@@ parameters, and the likelihood distribution in the D@-D@@ plane, for the top likelihood value of D 1 . Among two parameter Ðttings of COBE DMR data, the BW97 approach is quite e †ective in treating " models, since 583 Ðxing D@ and D@@ corresponds to giving n and " and vice versa.
However, BW97 provide only partial information on the likelihood of models whose amplitude is close to (but not coincident with) the best-Ðt amplitude for given n. In fact, let yield the top likelihood model and n6 -a6 10 n B \ n6^*n limit the 1 p error bar along the n-axis, as given by BW97. They complete the information on likelihood distribution by stating that 1 p error bars (on amplitude) roughly correspond to 7%.
In order to determine the likelihood of a model deÐned by values close to one has to assume that, at n-a 10 n6 -a6 10 , least within 1 p, the likelihood distribution is Gaussian. If it is, one can Ðrst determine the likelihood of the intermediate model given by Then, still assuming a Gaussian disn-a6 10 . tribution along the axis, one can determine the further a 10 likelihood decrease when passing from to As a n-a6 10 n-a 10 . matter of fact, both distributions, along the n and the a 10 axes, are signiÐcantly non-Gaussian, as is shown by the shape of the top-likelihood curve. This already a †ects the above procedure within 1 p, but makes it seriously inadequate above 1 p.
It may be important, instead, to know how the likelihood is distributed among models with di †erent normalizations. For instance, varying the normalization of a model with given n and ", we can predict di †erent galaxy cluster number densities. A model under-(or over-) producing clusters, for maximum likelihood normalization, might be in agreement with observations if a di †erent normalization is taken. If this occurs for spectral index and normalization within 1 p from the top-likelihood values rejecting n6 -a6 10 , such a model because of cluster predictions is illegitimate. However, knowing the range of normalizations allowed within 1, 2, and 3 p for a model with given " and n may also be relevant, as well as determining, for a given n and normalization, the range of " values allowed at the 1, 2, and 3 p levels. Similar arguments can be made for the capacity of a model to predict a fair number of high-z objects or to Ðt the spectral slope parameter !, yielding the ratio between mass variances at 8 and 25 h~1 Mpc (see, e.g., Bonometto & Pierpaoli 1998 for more details), while other parameter combinations may also have to be explored.
Quite generally, to extend BW97 results in this way, we must perform a three-parameter analysis of COBE DMR data. Our parameters are the spectral index n, the normalization and the vacuum density parameter The a 10 , ) " . result of our analysis will be a manageable analytic expression of the likelihood distribution in such three-parameter space. We also provide a simple numerical routine that can be appended to CMBFAST and gives, in addition to the best-Ðt normalization for Ðxed n and ", the limits of the Ñuctuation amplitude intervals for which likelihood decrements corresponding to n p (n \ 1, 2, 3) occur. Other details provided by such a routine are discussed below.
FROM COBE DATA TO THE LIKELIHOOD DISTRIBUTION
In this section we report how the likelihood distribution is obtained from COBE DMR data. A large part of this section is based on (1994, hereafter G94). The details Go rski are not essential to reading the following sections or to using our relations that yield the likelihood distribution.
COBE DMR temperature data were estimated at the frequencies of 31. ), the model, but taking into account how real data are obtained, and therefore also the noise vector r. (Noise correlation among pixels, expected to be small, will be neglected in our theoretical developments.) In principle, this can be done by evaluating the matrix M, whose components
are obtained by averaging on the ensemble of M realizations. Assuming a Gaussian statistics, the likelihood of M then reads
A slight non-Gaussian behavior in data (Ferreira, Maguejo, & 1998 ; Novikov, Feldman, & Shandarin 1999 ; Go rski Pando, Valls-Gabaud, & Fang 1998), possibly originating from post-recombination processes, should not a †ect our analysis, as shown in detail by Contaldi et al. (2000) for a standard CDM model.
However, equation (3) can hardly be used, because of the high dimensionality of the matrix M, which should be inverted. Replacing the pixel basis (a discretized coordinate representation) by an angular harmonic basis (essentially its Fourier transform) allows us to reduce the dimensionality of matrices without wasting physical information. When doing so, we must also take into account that temperature Ñuctuation data about the Galactic equatorial plane do not give cosmological information.
In order to evaluate the likelihood of a model M, therefore, the Ðrst step amounts to deÐning the set of real spherical harmonics,
where
while the
are obtained by di †erentiating the ordinary Legendre polynomials Such spherical harmonics are built so as to P l . fulÐll the orthonormality conditions
when the integration is extended on the whole sky. If this integration is replaced by a sum on the pixel centers, N p orthonormality is recovered by replacing by
(a table of and directions for their computation is given w l pix in Appendix A). Using such spherical harmonics, then, we can build the components of a Ðctitious signal vector, for the point rü i , yielding the ith pixel, as follows :
Here, in addition to the that are to be obtained for a a lm CMB realization of M, we also need the originated by the a lm noise instrumental noise and the window function for the w l DMR observational apparatus (given, e.g., by Wright et al. 1994b ). Accordingly, as outlined above, the Ðctitious signal vector that we build will convolve the features of a given cosmology with the characteristics of the COBE DMR apparatus.
It is also convenient to put together the indices l and m, by deÐning
If l values up to are considered, k attains the l max \ 30 maximum value Accordingly, the k max \ (l max ] 1)2 \ 961. functions deÐne the passage from the YOE k N p -dimensional pixel basis to a 961-dimensional basis. Below, Latin indices will be used to indicate vector components on the pixel basis only ; accordingly, equation (9) can be unambiguously rewritten as
(where the tilde is used to indicate that window function [a8 ] e †ects are already taken into account).
Let us then recall that the that we build a lm CMB 4 a k CMB depend on the model M and on its realization ; ensemble averaging them, one would obtain the angular spectrum components C l 4 S o a lm CMB o2T. The use of spherical harmonics, however, gives rise to a problem. When using real data, pixels within 20¡ from the Galactic plane are to be excluded (below, residual pixels will be said to belong to the "" cut sky ÏÏ). First, this reduces N p from 6144 to 4016. Furthermore, in the cut sky, the set of polynomials is no longer orthonormal. Orthonormality, YOE k however, can be recovered by replacing the basis YOE 4 MYOE k N by the basis
where C is a 961 ] 961 matrix that we now deÐne. In order to have (where is a product obtained S((TT cs \ I S . . . T cs by summing on the set of pixels belonging to the cut sky, and I is the unit matrix), it must be
and this is obtained if the matrix is expressed as a SYOE YOE TT cs product L AE LT, and
Here we use the upper triangular matrix C, obtained by performing the so-called Kolewski decomposition, as done by G94. This choice is not unique ; alternative possibilities are discussed by Tegmark (1997) . However, as we shall see, this choice allows a simple integration of the likelihood on monopole and dipole data. The Ðctitious data vector d can be expanded on both Y and W bases ; let and be its components, respectively.
Therefore, once Kolewski decomposition provides the Lmatrix, we readily obtain in particular, in c k \ Sd( k T cs ; addition to the CMB component the noise component c k CMB, is soon obtainable. Let us also point out that, thanks c k noise to the triangular form of the L matrix, the coefficients are c k linear combinations of coefficients with l º k. a l Using the basis equation (11) 
and
is the new correlation matrix (assuming that signal and noise are both distributed in a Gaussian way and uncorrelated). Using and the expression for M kl CMB M kl noise, the likelihood of the model reads
Here c is a vector with 961 components Thanks to the c k . triangular form of L, we can easily integrate the likelihood results on for k \ 1, . . . ,4 (such integration can be made c k in an exact way ; details are given in Appendix B). Hence, in the cut sky, the e †ective basis dimensionality will be 957 (for each signal frequency to be considered).
To build the likelihood equation (17), are obtained C3 l using the CMBFAST program, convolved with the COBE DMR window function. Then, according to equation (14), (18) here CCMB is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal terms are the components of the angular spectrum repeated, C3 l , however, 2l ] 1 times (for all k values that correspond to a given l). Then MCMB is to be set together with the noise matrix
where the index i runs on the 4016 pixels of the cut sky. In this way, the likelihood of a given model M is Ðnally evaluated, and di †erent models can be tested against COBE DMR data.
RESULTS
Using the approach described in the previous section, substantially coincident with G94 treatment, we considered a lattice of models for h varying from 0.5 to 0.7 and from ) " 0 to 0.8. For each model, the likelihood was evaluated for di †erent values of n and We used 4 yr COBE DMR a 10 . data, performing a weighted average of 53 and 90 GHz outputs ; we veriÐed that using the noisy data at 31.5 GHz does not add any substantial improvement. More precisely, in accordance with Tegmark & Bunn (1995) and Bunn & White (1997) , we can set
as data and noise vector components, respectively. Using such inputs, we worked out the three-dimensional curves Figure 1 we L(NA 10 ) show it for a model with h \ 0.5 and " \ 0. The isoprobability contours can be readily obtained from such a curve. They encompass volumes corresponding to 68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.7% of the total volume below the two-dimensional curve, respectively, and will be called the 1, 2, and 3 p contours in the following discussion.
We found a fairly regular behavior of ln L, which can be expressed through a third-degree polynomial in x 4 n [ n0 and here n0 and yield the peak position. y 4 a 10 [ a 10 0 ; a 10 0
In more detail, our Ðtting formula reads
In Table 1 we give the best-Ðt values of the parameters P i (i \ 1, . . . ,5), n0, and for the models of the lattice. Equaa 10 0 tion (22) control, up to the 3 p level, it is sufficient to use third-degree polynomials. The quality of the Ðts obtained in this way can be appreciated from Figure 2 , where we show how the 1, 2, and 3 p contours obtained from model analysis and Ðtting formula agree for a set of typical cases. Residual discrep- ancies, visible for the 3 p contours, correspond to overall likelihood shifts D10~6.
The fact that the expected non-Gaussian behavior is so simply Ðtted is not the only Ðnding of this work. In fact, we also Ðnd that all the coefficients n0, and in equation P i , a 10 0 (22), can be fairly approximated using a single interpolating expression, as simple as
In Table 2 , we give the values of the interpolating coefficients a, b, c, and S. In Figure 3 , we show how our Ðtting formula meets the values (in two typical cases), n0 and P i obtained for the various models. a 10 0 , In order to validate our algorithm, we produced 120 CMB sky realizations for cosmological models with assigned kK, and n \ 1.00, simulated their a 10 \ 6.93 ) " \ 0, observation with COBE DMR, and applied our algorithm to determine the model likelihood in the space spanned by and n. The simulated CMB sky was produced using a 10 , ) " , an algorithm based on the technique suggested by Muciaccia, Natali, & Vittorio (1997). The coefficients required C l were generated using CMBFAST. The spectrum was then multiplied by the COBE DMR experiment window function. COBE DMR features were also used to deÐne pixels and pixel noise variance. Using such Ðctitious data, we searched the top-likelihood point for all models in the n-a 10 plane, using the same algorithm applied to COBE DMR data. The e †ect of the 20¡ subtraction along the Galactic plane was also tested, by searching the top-likelihood point for all models, also without Galactic plane subtraction. Our algorithm recovers n \ 1.01^0.13 and a 10 \ 6.92^0.30 kK (the latter standard deviation corresponds to^4%). When the full sky is used, standard deviations are reduced by D20% and D30%, respectively. For the sake of comparison, let us report that a more limited test, reported by BW97, who made simulated maps with purely Sachs-Wolfe input spectra, gave *n D 0.26 and a normalization discrepancy up to D7%.
We also compared our results with those cases already treated in the literature. In Table 3 we present the results of previous works on n and Q, using 4 yr COBE DMR data. The last line of the table provides our estimate, assuming a pure Sachs-Wolfe spectrum. The dispersion in the values of the table is to be attributed to di †erent choices of the "" Galactic plane cut ÏÏ and di †erent combinations of the three frequencies, while results should not be a †ected by di †erent data-compression techniques. For each result, however, we indicate the method used by the authors.
Here we report some details of the comparison with the analysis of G96, on 4 yr COBE DMR data, assuming a pure Sachs-Wolfe angular spectrum, and with the outputs of BW97.
In G96, a (3 ] 961) component signal vector was built by setting together the data of the three maps at 31.5, 53, and 90 GHz. An analogous (3 ] 961) component noise vector is also built. Only pixels at Galactic longitude above 20¡ are taken. Monopole and dipole components of each map, which are not physically relevant to the power spectrum estimation, could be exactly removed by integrating over the Ðrst four components. We performed a similar analysis using (2 ] 961) component vectors, based on maps at 53 and 90 GHz (the 31.5 GHz map, characterized by high noise level, was not taken into account). Results are shown in Figure 4 , where we report 1, 2, and 3 p curves ; the top likelihood point we Ðnd is indicated by an open triangle, while the G20]* top-likelihood point (see Table 3 ) is indicated by a Ðlled square.
In BW97, a weighted average of the signals at 53 and 90 GHz is used, as we did in this work. The signal-compression technique is, however, quite di †erent from the one used here. The total number of pixels they use is 3890, after all pixels below the "" custom cut,ÏÏ described by Bennet et al. (1996) , are removed.
The level of consistency between this work and BW97 can be appreciated in Figure 5 , where the likelihood distributions on the spectral index n found by us and BW97 FIG. 4.È1, 2 , and 3 p conÐdence levels on the Q-n plane from 4 yr of COBE data, using a Sachs-Wolfe spectrum. The open triangle marks the top likelihood point we obtain. For the sake of comparison, the Ðlled square shows the top likelihood point obtained in G20]* (see text). FIG. 5 .ÈLikelihood distribution against n from BW97 (dashed line) and our work (solid line) are compared. As far as the distribution on n is concerned, we reproduce even minor features visible in previous outputs. On the other hand, our values tend to be a 10 slightly smaller, and the discrepancy with BW97 amounts to D0.64 kK.
It may also be interesting to compare our 1, 2, and 3 p likelihood contours with likelihood contours obtainable from BW97. It ought to be noted that working out such contours from BW97 is far from trivial, since one has to translate their D@ and D@@ parameters into n and values, ) " and this requires a signiÐcant numerical e †ort. Furthermore, the peak likelihood curve at various n values NOTE.ÈBest-Ðt values of Q for n \ 1 are also given. In the Ðrst column we give the initial of the Ðrst author (G for G96, H for Hinshaw et al. 1996 , B for BW97, and T for the present work). The number after G indicates the width of the cut around the galactic equator ; in general, the notation is the same as in G96. Results by other authors are obtained by operating the so-called "" customary cut ÏÏ suggested by Bennet et al. 1996 . The letter w states that results were obtained through a weighted average of the six maps (three frequencies, two channels) ; w2 indicates that only four maps were used, neglecting 31.5 GHz outputs ; l indicates that a linear combination of results at various frequencies was done, taking coefficients able to cancel the contribute from free-free galactic emission ; [g indicates that a correction for foregrounds was done ; results obtained considering separately results at three frequencies are marked with an asterisk (961 ] 961 ] 961 component vectors).
obtained by BW97 shows features indicating a nonGaussian behavior with respect to n. In the direction, a 10 instead, we have just the information that 1 p errors (casual) are D7%, and we can only assume a Gaussian behavior.
However, using such information, it is possible to work out 1, 2, and 3 p likelihood contours. In Figure 6 we compare our curves and those of BW97 (solid and dashed lines, respectively), after displacing BW97 along the axis, a 10 so as to have coincident top likelihood points. Those interested in likelihoods extrapolated from BW97 results for the case of and h \ 0.5 can work them out from Figure  ) " \ 0 6, shifting the axis by 0.64 kK. a 10 The main interest of this Ðgure, however, concerns the actual distribution of the likelihood, once the non-Gaussian FIG. 6 .ÈConÐdence contours shown for a model with and ) " \ 0 h \ 0.5 (solid lines) and compared with conÐdence contours obtainable from BW97 (dashed lines), displaced to overlap top-likelihood points. This Ðgure exhibits the e †ect of taking suitably into account the deviations from a Gaussian behavior.
behavior is fully taken into account. Figure 6 conÐrms that the distributions along n, in this and BW97 analyses, are pretty similar. The distributions along on the other a 10 , hand, are di †erent, as expected. Substantial discrepancies already exist at the 1 p level, and they are asymmetrical in the two directions of the axis. a 10
P-S PREDICTIONS AND A NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
In the preparation of this work, as previously outlined, we have extensively used the public program CMBFAST. In addition to the transfer function T(k), this program provides the angular spectra (for temperature Ñuctua-C l tions and polarization), normalizing all results and providing the model likelihood on the basis of BW97 relations. As previously outlined, this implies that, for each model, the normalization corresponding to the best Ðt to COBE DMR 4 yr data is selected ; the model likelihood provided by CMBFAST is the one that corresponds to such a best Ðt.
Making use of the transfer function, a number of largescale observables can be predicted. For instance, using the Press & Schechter (P-S) approach, one can evaluate the expected number density of galaxy clusters. As previously outlined, this is a fair example of why one needs to go beyond the best-Ðt normalization.
Using the Ðtting formulae worked out in the previous section, we have therefore built a routine, which can be appended to CMBFAST, to replace the BW97 single normalization with possible normalizations for top likelihood and at the 1, 2, and 3 p limits.5 Likelihood estimates are also suitably provided to compare di †erent models, even with di †erent normalizations.
CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this work are as follows :
1. We derive equation (22), which gives the twodimensional interpolating "" curve,ÏÏ yielding the likelihood distribution for models with given ", when varying and a 10 n. It is important to stress that, although the likelihood distribution is clearly non-Gaussian, all deviations from a Gaussian behavior are fully under control when cubic terms are added.
2. Equation (22) is then implemented by the interpolating expressions of the coefficients, given by equation P i (23) ; in addition to the outlined practical use in association with the parameter values given in Table 2 , the readerÏs attention is attracted to its simplicity. Note that, given the values of the four parameters a, b, c, and S, our expressions provide the likelihood distribution for any critical " model in the plane. That this likelihood is readily obtainable a 10 -n for such a wide range of cases, just assigning a few numerical values, is one of the results of this work.
These results can be completed by an expression that allows one to compare di †erent " models, in the point of the plane where they reach top likelihood. In Figure 7 a 10 -n the top likelihood of models is plotted against The ) " . best-Ðt curve shown in Figure 7 has the equation (23), yielding the ) " dependence of the coefficients P i . As discussed above, the class of models discussed here was previously treated by BW97, whose results also concerned models with noncritical density. If we consider only critical "CDM models, seemingly favored by current observations, the likelihood distribution with respect to the spectral index n, found in BW97, is the same as the one found in this work. With regard to normalization, on the other hand, we Ðnd a top likelihood for values smaller by D7% (see Fig.  6 ) than BW97. By itself this is not surprising, owing to various di †erences between our analysis and that of BW97, Ðrst among which is the di †erent techniques adopted to subtract the Galactic equatorial band. Such a percentage can also be considered a typical discrepancy among the amplitudes that di †erent authors obtain from COBE DMR data analysis, and the size of the 1 p error bar for the amplitude.
Such a size for the error bar had already been suggested by BW97, although no justiÐcation for their Ðnding is reported in their article. In addition to a detailed treatment of error analysis, in this work we provide errors up to 3 p in the three-dimensional space spanned by amplitude, spectral index, and ", fully accounting for their deviation from a Gaussian behavior.
The above uncertainty of 7% makes perhaps redundant the information on non-Gaussian behavior at the 1 p level, which implies corrections smaller than 7%. However, if a likelihood distribution above 1 p is needed, the results of this work are to be applied ; furthermore, above 1 p, the deviation from Gaussian behavior approaches the size of the error bar. A typical case in which likelihood distributions above 1 p are needed is when COBE likelihood is to be considered together with the likelihood distribution worked out from other experiments. In this case, the joint likelihood might well reach its top for a model discrepant by more than 1 p from the COBE maximum likelihood ; but even if this is not so, distributions above 1 p are to be considered to perform a complete analysis.
As discussed above, our results hold almost independently of the value of the Hubble parameter H. Its impact on C l up to l \ 30 is known to be quite limited, and we tested that, in the range 50È70 km s~1 Mpc~1, we do not need to specify its value. The same can be said for the baryonic content of the model. Of course, both H and a †ect at ) b C l greater l values. We have not checked our output against a variation of the nature of dark matter. If a signiÐcant massive neutrino contribution to dark matter is present (density parameter some changes of are expected for ) h ), C l l D 200. Such changes are, however, rather small (Dodelson, Gates, & Stebbins 1996) , unless neutrinos have a very late derelativization. The situation might be di †erent if hot dark matter with nonthermal distribution is considered ("" volatile ÏÏ models ; see Pierpaoli & Bonometto 1999) . In any case, however, the impact on of a hot (or volatile) C l component, down to l D 30, is expected to be even smaller than the one arising from shifts. Hence, our Ðtting rela-) b tions can be safely used for any value of H and and ) b , for any reasonable value of originating from massive ) h neutrinos.
APPENDIX A
The sky temperature measured in a direction /) is a convolution of the temperatures around with the beam nü 4 (h, ( nü ) pattern. Temperatures are then averaged inside each pixel area. Then let wpix(h, /) be the Ðlter function that models the pixel shape. Assuming it to be symmetric around the polar axis (that we choose in the h direction), wpix depends only on the angular coordinate h and can be expanded in Legendre polynomials ; the coefficients of the expansion then read w l pix \ / 0 n dh sin hwpix(h)P l (cos h) / 0 n dh sin hwpix(h) .
For COBE pixelization, wpix is a circular top-hat window with angular area then let be such that ) pix \ 4n/6144 ; h 6
and equation ( 
The values of are reported in Table 4 . w l pix
APPENDIX B
By integrating the likelihood L over the Ðrst four components of the vector c, we can remove the contribution of the monopole and dipole terms. Such integration can be easily performed in the case of Gaussian distributions.
In fact, let us rewrite the expression of using a Greek index for the components from 1 to 4, and x or y for the components from 5 to 961. The integral of equation (B1) then reads
